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This month culture360 contributor David Fernandez travels to George Town, Penang, the historic city
of the Straits of Malacca in Malaysia. In this article he describes the current panorama of contemporary
arts & cultural heritage, focusing mainly on the creative platforms that are aiming to become the
catalysts for city change.

With over 200 years’ history as a global and regional trading hub, modern-day George Town is one of
Malaysia's largest cities with 600,000 inhabitants. George Town, Penang’s bustling cultural capital,
nowadays is certainly one of the most exciting cities in Malaysia.
From its beginnings as the rst British Straits Settlement in the late 18th century, Malaysia’s oldest city
went through major transformations over the last two centuries, from a swampy frontier, to an active
trading post, to the present city of living history, urban heritage and contemporary arts and culture.
Listed as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO on July 7 2008, George Town is a excellent sample of wellpreserved cultural and historical heritage, presenting a rich and mixed collection of historic buildings in
various styles, an architectural legacy that represents the multiple ethnicities that have settled and
inhabited in the city for the past two centuries. A truly testament to the diverse vitality of the island.
With this vibrant multicultural landscape as an ideal backdrop, discussions with several active players
in the creative and cultural industry yield a consensus that Penang is currently experiencing a rebirth in
arts and culture. However, further investigation reveals that despite the positive vibrations felt
throughout the industry, there remains a disconnected ecosystem.

From producers to consumers, creative content remains largely within a similar circle and not
reaching out as effectively as it should. This is largely attributed to a disconnection within the
value chain – producers of creative content often have to multitask which detracts them from
focusing on their specialisation. That being said and despite the dif culties, Penangites are
resourceful and resilient. To assist in this regard, a mapping and baseline study for the
creative/cultural industry which Think City is co-developing with other agencies will hopefully
provide direction for the industry. Daniel Lee, Think City – Programme Manager

The listing of George Town in the UNESCO World Heritage Site list served as the catalyst for the main
platform for the arts which very possibly is Malaysia’s most successful arts festival: George Town
Festival (GTF). A month- long festival inaugurated in 2010 that started as a series of arts and culture
events in celebration of the city’s listing as a UNESCO Heritage Site. The festival showcases the unique
diversity of George Town’s art and heritage in the context of its World Heritage site environment and
serves as a catalyst to encourage cultural exchanges.
From world-class performances to cross-cultural creative collaborations, experimental art, traditional
and contemporary performing arts as well as exciting local community initiatives run and public

and contemporary performing arts, as well as exciting local community initiatives run and public
installations presented by different artistic communities - amateur groups, cultural groups and
professional performers -, each year the always refreshing multidisciplinary programme lls this citywide stage with renowned performances and exhibitions, serving also as a platform for local acts to
showcase their ever-evolving creative development.
Highlights from this year’s edition included Titanium, a contemporary dance performance from Spain
that fused elements of amenco, hip hop and breakdance; Robot Theatre, an adaptation of Franz
Kafka’s Metamorphosis by Japan’s Seinandan Theatre Company; and Broken Nails: A Marlene Dietrich
Dialogue, a one-woman play by Polish puppet artist Anna Skubik. Besides, on the local front, audiences
experienced 100% Penang, an interactive performance by 100 Penangites as well as ATM (‘All Things
Malaysian’), a celebration spanning the island’s breadth of traditional and contemporary arts, culture,
food, lm and performances.
In addition to other embedded festivals such as Obscura Festival, the country’s rst international
annual photography festival, and the Digital Art + Culture (DA+C) Festival, an innovative culture and
heritage-inspired digital festival that showcases groundbreaking talents from animation, video, design,
computer programmers and music, this year, the George Town festival brought over to mainland
Malaysia for the rst time the Butterworth Fringe Festival, with an exciting line up, featuring pop-up
bookstores, movie screenings, creative crafts, exhibitions, presentations and also live
performances. The George Town festival is also highlighted as the only Malaysian good practice in the
creative industries in the publication ‘Enabling Crossovers: Good Practices in the Creative Industries’
published by the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF) in 2014.
All of the previous excellent samples are proof of the many efforts that are being developed in Penang
lately in order to spearhead the promotion of art, culture and creativity, as well as to protect and
ensure that George Town´s unique cultural legacy. These initiatives are also linked to other local
cultural projects contributing to the promotion of a sustainable and vibrant creative urban
environment.

The festival has triggered a cultural revolution and it is great that a lot of alternative voices have
emerged. There is a healthy mix between tradition and modernity. In the beginning people
discovered the word ‘heritage’ as it was some big new continent and used it as magic spell heritage art, heritage music, heritage cafes (?), heritage crafts... This is now slowly changing, people
start to realize that contemporary art and culture is not a bad thing, it is here and now that creates
a platform for an expression of our psyche. I see a lot of new, interesting places opening up that are
not scared of venturing outside "safe" art. Gabija Grusaite, Hin Bus Depot Executive Curator

Meanwhile, independent art spaces and collectives seem to keep ourishing while promoting new
creative expressions, not just during the festival’s busy month of August but all year round. One
example is ChinaHouse, a traditional compound of three heritage buildings, linked by an open air
courtyard and converted into 14 spaces comprising live music venue, galleries, shops, café & restaurant
with an active cultural programme, including exhibitions, screenings, workshops and weekly live music
events.
Following this emerging trend of cultural energy, another creative platform recently inaugurated yet
still under construction is Hin Bus Art Depot, once an abandoned bus depot, now a multipurpose
contemporary art centre with an eye in the new generations of contemporary artists in Malaysia,
helping increase the exposure and appreciation of contemporary art in the local community. They also
organized outdoors activities such as Urban Xchange, a community-oriented project that aims to
bene t the development of Penang artistic landscape, enabling cultural, artistic and social exchange
mainly through urban art.
Earlier this month a public-funded project has been presented to transform Sia Boey old market
complex site into the Penang Heritage Arts District by the Penang State Government, aimed at
‘capitalising on art and heritage as the economic catalyst to drive urban regeneration’. Besides plans to
create a privately funded public art museum, the old shop houses will be restored and reoccupied by
art galleries, studios, schools and workspaces.
Aside from new art venues also independent art related collectives are emerging in George Town

Aside from new art venues, also independent art-related collectives are emerging in George Town
these days, such as Syiok Wasabi, an small size platform that promotes local and regional handmade
crafts and artworks, as well as encourages the re-branding of traditional forms of arts and crafts. One
of their agship activities is Party Lorong, an interesting community event that provides a platform for
interactive learning between artists and craftspeople through dedicated workshops.
In short, another promising bottom-up example to be added to the list of a city that keeps discussing
intensively about the pivotal role of creativity and the arts in urban regeneration - not to mention the
risk of gentri cation faced by many and other challenges derived from tourist pressure. At the same
time, George Town is exploring new ideas and activities that bring communities and people together.
Yet for many, still, George Town cannot be considered yet as a proper creative hub in full swing.

Penang has always had great ‘mana’…earth, energy..attracting creativity from much early on. The
mixing and blending of cultures easily helped nurture creative in uences. The freedom to try and
create has spilled over into the community and I would like to think that George Town Festival is a
small but important piece of this jigsaw that has helped inspired the cultural and arts community
here. However, there is lots of talk and excitement that Penang is becoming a creative and cultural
hub, we are just beginning in that journey and still a long way to go. The 'software' is certainly here
but we really need to work on the hardware, infrastructure and government strategy and roadmap
for the arts, culture and creative industries. Joe Sidek, George Town Festival Director

Started in 2012, By people / In cities is a series of articles and interviews that aims to enhance the
understanding of art and culture in Southeast and East Asia through individual stories and perspectives
including artists, cultural practitioners, and policy makers.
Further readings:
ENABLING CROSSOVERS: Enabling Crossovers: Good Practices in the Creative
Industries: http://www.asef.org/images/ASEF_Publication_EnablingCrossovers.pdf
Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities of the Straits of
Malacca: http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1223
Creative Cities Forum - Penang: http://www.thinkcity.com.my/projects/conferences-alectures/creative-cities-forum-penang

David Fernández is a Spanish-born contributing writer based in Bangkok, Thailand. Currently working
as freelance arts & cultural project manager and digital media consultant for EUNIC Bangkok, he is also
one of the co-founders of Cho Why multi-disciplinary project space. He previously co-founded Le Cool
Bangkok arts & culture webzine and worked as content director. Formerly, he served as cultural attaché
at the Embassy of Spain – Cultural Of ce in Bangkok.
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